FastTrackAI

®

EFFICIENT.
INTELLIGENT.
CONNECTED.

DAT7XM

Digitized expertise and
computer vision for vehicle
condition assessment
and calculation

COMPONENT

www.datgroup.com

REAL-TIME
DETECTION AND
ASSESSMENT
The future of claim recording and damage calculation
utilizing artificial intelligence
FastTrackAI® is launching a fully digitalized claims handling

Mobile
claim app*
Neural network
DAT7XM, SilverDAT and
computer vision

process so that claims regarding damaged vehicles can be
settled much faster and with less stress. Insurance companies
and experts have more time for complex claims, and customers benefit from fast damage detection, transparently documented decisions, as well as consistent and precise damage
calculation in real time. They profit not only from a huge pool
of up-to-date data, but also from the unique linking of players

Self-service

along the entire automotive value chain.

Analysis

Calculation

FastTrackAI ® DAT7XM

FastTrackAI®

CALCULATION
Spare Parts
Labor

1.109,69 €
561,00 €

Painting

1.117,67 €

TOTAL COSTS (INCL. VAT)

3.199,15 €

TOTAL LOSS IN %

8,2 %

* Link to the web app
is provided by DAT

IT’S THAT
SIMPLE

FastTrackAI®

Consistent and precise damage calculation
in real time – step by step

1

SELF-SERVICE
+ Quick and easy vehicle identification
+ Guided image recording of the damage
+ Fast entry into the digital process

2

ANALYSIS
+ Detection of damaged parts and type of damage
+ Based on OEM-data
(detection of model-related differences)
+ Detailed description of the damage incl.
different repair methods (smart repair,
extensive paint work, etc.)

3

CALCULATION
+ Holistic damage calculation
(spare parts, labor, and paintwork)
+ Residual value prediction
(determination of economic total loss)
+ Based on SilverDAT calculation and current
vehicle and repair data

FastTrackAI®

ADVANTAGES
AT A GLANCE

+ Faster claim processing
+ No need for standard manual processes
+ Exploitation of saving potentials
+ Precise and reliable calculations
+ Transparent documentation
+ Customer loyalty through self-service interaction
+ Increased customer satisfaction
+ Always based on real and current vehicle OEM data

WE SUSTAIN
MOBILITY
We always think one step ahead:
FastTrackAI® is a flexible and dynamic tool that
is constantly evolving and can be adapted to your
needs. We will be happy to advise you.
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